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I , G-eneral Inf or iTiat ion

The tables described in this Letter Circular ’rere prepared
by the Comnutatlcn Laboratory of the rational Annlied Mathema-
tics Laboratories, t/hich constitute a division of the T'Ctional
Bureau of Standards. Prior to July 1, 19^^'? the Computation
Laboratory W0.s called the Mathematical Tables Project. It has
been ooerated by the Bureau continuously^ since I'larch^ 19^3 j

9-nd

its t'/orh has been sponsored by the Bureau since the inception
of the Project in January, 1938-

The Computation Laboratory provides a general mathematical
computing service for federal agencies, educational institutions,
and scientific orgo.nizat ions interested in applied mathematics.
An important part of the uorh of the Computation Laboratory
consists in the preparation of tables of basic mathematical
functions with a viei/ to facilitating the application of mathe-
matical theory to practical problems.

Two major series of tables have been published to date. It
has become customary to desi.;_'n8-te these two series respectively
as the MT Series and the Columbia University Press Series. In
addition, a number of ts.bles have been prer^ared for the Ua.r De-
partment

,
and a large number of miscellaneous shorter tables

have been comvjuted. A third major series of tables will be con-
tained in the new Ai^olied Mathematics Series, re^^ently establish-
ed by the Bureau,

The MT Series, the Columbia University Press Series, and
two of the '"ar Department tai)les a.re described in detail in this
Letter Circula.r. In addition, r special list of t^ie tables
availsTele on punched cards at the Computation Ls-boratory has a.lso

been included here. A systematic catrslogue of the remaining
tables is no'^-r being prepared, a.nd 'rill be published at a future
date in a comprehensive bibliogra'-dny of the Computa.tion Labora-
tory .

}]xplanation of Symbolism: The figures in square brsc'^ets denote
the range and interval of tJie argument, and_ the number of decimal
places or significant figures in the tsCoultited entries. The
letters "D” and "S" stand for "decimal places" and "significant
figures", respectively. In MT6, for instance, 3i(x) is tabu-
lated over the range from 0 to 9 , 999 ,

at intervals of 0.001 to
10 decimal places, and Ei(x) is tabulated over the ssmie range,
for the same interval of tlie argument, to 10 significant figures.
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II. The MT Series

The volumes of this series are ava.ilaiele from the Superin-
tendent of Documents, G-overnment Printing Office, hashington 25,
D. C. Payment should be made to the Superintendent of Documents,
using chec!:s, money orders, or Superintendent of Documents'
coupons. The prices are for delivery in the United States and
its possessions and in countries extending the franhing privilege
that is, Canada and most of the Lat in-American countries. To
other countries, one-third of the listed price of the publica-
tion should be included in the remittance to cover the cost of
mailing

.

Copies of these publications (T-rith the exception of ilTll,

14118, and subsequent numbers, the editions of uhich are very
limited) have been sent to various government depositories in
the United States, such as colleges and universities and public
libraries in large cities, vrhere they may be consulted.

MTS . Tables of the Exponent ial Function e^.

[-2.5(0.0001)1; 18D]
;

[1(0.0001)2.5(0.001)5; 15D]
;

[5(0.01)10; 12D]; [-0 . 0001(0. 000001 ) fu 0001 ; 18D] ;

[-100 ( 1 ) 100 ; 1901 .

[ -9 X 10"^ (10“^^) 9 X 10“^; for n = 10, 9, 8, ?; 18D]

.

( 1939 ) XV + 535 pages; bound in buchrarn. Price $3*00.

MT 3 Tables of Circular and Hyperbolic Sines and Cosines for
Radian Armum.ent s .

[ 0 ( 0 . 001 ) 1 . 9999 ;
9D]

;
[0(0.1)10; 9D] . Conversion table,

radians ^degrees.

( 1939 ) xvii + 405 pages; bound in buchrarn. Price ;1;2,50

MT4 . Tables o^ Sines and Cosines for Radian Arguments .

[ 0(0.001)25; 8D]; [ 0(1)100; 8D1

.

[ 1 X 10''^(10“’^)9 X 10~^; for n = 5, 4, 3 , 2, 1; 15D]
;

[ 0( 0,00001)0.01; 12D] . Conversion table, radians fii degrees

Values of p( 1 -p).

( 1940 ) xix + 275 pages; bound in buch.rara. Price $2.00.
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MT5 , Tables of SJme, Cos

i

ne , and Exp onential Tnte.ara-ls , Volume I,

[0(0,0001)1.9999; 9D ] .[0.(0. 1) 10; 9D]

Aiuciliary tables of,p(l-p^)/6 and p(l-p).

(1940) xxvi + pages; bound in buckra.m. P.ricc $2,7‘5.

MTS . Tabl es of Sine , Cos ine , and Exponential Inter’rals , Volume II ,

3i(x), Ci(x); [0(0.001)9.999; IOD]; [10(0,1)20(0,2)40; IOD].:

Ei(x): [0(0,001)9.999; 105] ; [lO ( 0. 1) 15;
' 105 and lis']

.

,-Ei(-x); [0(0.001)9,999; 9S]; [10(0,1)15; 14D],

Si(n^L “ h) , for n = 1,2,3; Ci(n^/2 ^ h) , for n = 1,3,5;

for h = [0(0.0001)0.01(0,001)0.05; 15D]/

Auxiliary tables of p(l-p^)/6 and p(l-p).

Multiples of 9t/2 anci other constants,

(1940) xxxvii +'225 pages; bound in buckram. Price $2,00

MTV « Table > of Natural 10/7/1 rithms , Volume _I,

Logarithms of the integers from 1 to 50,000

to IS decimal places,
^ .

(1941) xviii + 501 pages; bound in buckram, price $3 • 00

•

MT8 . Tables of Probabilit y

-

Funct ions , Volume I.
' *

“•X^ 2
H’ (x) — —~e and H(x) m:, ( e" do<’.

/fr~ v'/f
"

J 0

[0 (0,0001) 1 (0.001) 5 .6 ( various ) 5 . 946; 151 ].

: H'(x) and l-H(x): [4(0.01)10; 8S ].

.
, ki941) 'xaiviii + 302 pages; bound in buckram, Price $2.00

MT9 . Table of Natural Logaritlims , Volume II .

Logarithms of the integers from 50,000 to 100,000

to 16 decimal places.

(1941) xviii +501 pages; bound in buckram, Price $3*00.



MTIQ. Table of Natural Logarithms . '^^olums III

MTll.

MT12.

MT13.

14T14.

Logarithms of the decimal numbers from 0.0001 to
5.0000 to l6 decimal places.

(-1941) xviii + 501 pages; bound in buchram. Price $3-00

Tables of the Moments of Inert la and Sect ion Moduli of
Ordinary Angles

,
Channels

,
and Bulb Angles i-rlth Certain

Plate Combination s » . ^
.

(1941) xiii + 197 pages; bound in green cloth.
Price $2.00*

Table of Naturs-l Logarithms , Volume IV.

Loga.rithms of the decimal numbers from ^.0000 to 10,0000
to 16 decimal. -places.

LoggX, [ 2(1)10; 40D ].

Log^d + x), -Loggd - x)

[x=10‘'^d0“^)l0“^'^^; n=ld, ...*d3; 25D].

*(1941) xxii +.. 506 pages; bound in buckram. Price $3*00.

Table, o^f Sine and Cosine" Integrals for Arguments from
10 ^ 100,.

.

.

[ 10(0.01)100; lOp ]. Multiples of Tt/Z.v [1 ('1)100 ; 15D ].

t-' ValudS of p( 1 - p) and p(l - p^)/6.

d3^2) xxxii + 185 pages; bound in buckram. Price $2.00

Tables- of Probability Functions . ^^olume

px _*V2
5 and

/
e d

\f 2rr\|27f \jii7i '-'-x

[ 0( 0 . 0001 )l ( 0 . 001 )7 .800( va.rious )8 . 285 ; 15T' and

1
• -xV2
-e and r

00

- Nii

/Mu
\I23T'

[ 6(0.01)10; 7S.,].
,

*

.

(1942) xxi + 3^^ pages; bound in buckram. Price $2.25*
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MT16 . Table of Are Tan x

,

The principal value of the inverse tangent may be de-
fined by the integral

Arc tan X =
I

-

.Jo 1 +

The intervals bety/’een successive a^rgurnent?? have been so
chosen, that interpolation to 12 decima.ls majr be

.

made .uith

the aid of the second central’ differences 'iJhich are tabu-
lated alongside of the entries.

[ 0(0. 001)7(0. 01)500*1)300(1)2, 000(10)10, 000; 12D ].

’ Values of p(l - p) and p(l - p‘^)/6,- Conversion table,

radians ^—7

^

degrees .
•

•

.

.

'

(1942) XXV + 169 pages; bound in buckram. Price $2.00.

IiT17 » Illscellaneous Physical Ta.bl es : Planck ' s Radiation Funct ions
,

a.nd Electronic F'unct ions ,

1. Planck's .ra.dia.tion functions
(Reprinted from J. Opt. Soc. ’Am^, Februa.ry 19^0)

The functions eva-lue^ted' by Tables I to- IV are

c-/A,T a'K

L ^ 0/ ^A.
.

c7\_(e — 1) ; Nq—^ = j
N
^

d 7v^

R^d/\, is the energy emitted by a. blapj; body at absolute
temperature, T, on the Kelvin scale, per unit time, per uhit
area,, in a wavcylength interval from 7\^ to A. + through-
out the solid angle 2 TT stera.dia.ns

.

.N^d>_ represents the number of ]stLotons emitted in the
wave-length range, fromi 7L to A. + d 7h

,
per unit time,

per unit area, throughout the solid a.ngle stera.dia,ns

.

The tables evaulha.te these four functions of 7\^T not only
rela.tive to their maximum values, but also for T = 1000
in absolute units (ergs or photons ]ser cm‘- ner second). The
values, are given to five significant figures, first and
second differences being provided to assist in finding R^
and by interpcRat ion

;
a.nd there is. provided a con-

venient method of correcting for sm.all changes in the
value 'of C2 from that''(c2 = 1,A36 cm K°') used In computing
the ta,blcs» The function Nk is also evaluated for
T = 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, and 6000'^K.
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MT17 , contd

.

2. Electronic functiens

This table of 28 pages gives in five columns the values
for the velocity of an electron relative to the velocity of
light, ^ ;

Cr = 1/(1 ~ ^ i
] /3 Qc) th© energy in electron

kilovolt sj and the curvature of the electron path in a
magnetic field times the field^H^^. The total energy,
effective mass, and momentum depend on the functiona G- and

^ Or. The energies in electron volts cover the rs-nge frera

6 to 10^^ electron volts so thn.t the tables s.re applicable
in the full range of energies involved in nuclear and
cosmic ray physics. In the range from 10,000 to 1.5 x 10'

electron volts successive vstlues differ by less than 1 per
cent in energy and curvs.ture so that in nes.rly s-11 practical
problems the tables would be used mtliout interpolation. As
relativistic equs/cions must be used throughout this rs.nge

the tables will ss.ve p- great deal of laborious computation.

(19^1) vi + 58 priges; bound in buckram. Price $1.50»

liTlo . Table . of the Zeros of the Legendre Polynomials of Order
l"l6 and the height Coefficients for Ga.Uss ' Mechanical
Quadra.ture Formula .

A. IJ. Lowan, N. Davids, and A. Levenson.
Gauss' method of mecha.nica.1 qur.drs.ture has the a.d-

vantage over most, methods of numerical integration in that
it renuires a.bout ha.lf the number of ordinate computations.
This is desirable v/hen such computations are very laborious,
or when the observations necessary to determmne the avera-^e
value of a continuously v.arying physiccal quantity a.re very
costly. Gp.uss' classical result . stp.tes that, for the range
(-1; +1

) ,
the "best"' accura.cy with n ordins-tes is obtcained

by choosing the corresponding abscisss.e p.t the zeros
Xp, . . . . .Xp^ of the Legendre polynomials Pp(x). "Tith each
Xp is associated ca constant ap such that

m
'

/ f ( x)dx/X^a f ( X.,

Lb ~— 1 1
)

’ + (x,J + + a f ( X )n n

The p.ccompanying ttable comp^uted by the Computration Labora-
tory gives the roots x. for each Pp('’^) '-ip n = l6

,
and

the corresponding weight coefficents ap, t^ 15 decimal
places.

Reprinted from Bulletin of the American Matheraat iccal
Society, October 1942. 5 P^-S^s, vrith cover, 25 cents =
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MTI9. On tne Function H(m,a,x) - exn( -ix )F( m + 1 - ia, Zm + 2; ix )

,

If i t ii t ab 1 0 of the confluont_j:\yDer,geometric function and_ Its
first 'l-.;rivat iv5„ '.....A. n. Lbwan and If'. Horonstein

Confluent hynergeometric function's occur in numerous
physical proolems. .They appear in the solutions of Laplace's
equation and the equations ' oL wave motion 'a-hd of diffusion
when the Physical problem involves knife edges, po,ra.bolic
cylinders, paraboLoids of revolution, general ellipsoids,

• etc.' Of particular importance to the quantum physicist is
their occurrence as the . sclut ions of the radial nart of
Schrbdinger ' s equation for a Coulomb field a.nd continuous
va.lues of the energy. Thus they o.re needed for the calcula-
•tion of the scattering of charged particles from atomic
nuclei, or of their binding by nuclei. In a more general
form they o,lso occur in the problem of dissociation of
molecules- into- atomic ions (a.nd, of course-, in the converse
co,se of the formation of molecules).

This paper contains a table of Pi(m,a,x) and its first
deriva.tive for values of x from 1 to 10 by steps of 1, for
vr.lues 'of a from’ 1 to 10 by steps of 1, and for values of the
integer m^ from. 0 to 3 1

vo.lues in all cases are given fo 7
significa.nt 'figui'e-s',

'

Reprinted from Journo.l of Mathematics and Physics,
December 1942. '20 'pages, 'with cover,- 25 cents.

’
' b

MT20, Table of Integrals
.

f

-

- Jo
jQ(t -)dt a.nd|^ Yo(t )dt . . . .A.N. Lowan

aO and M. Abra.racwitz,

0( 0 , 01 )l0q / lOD] . Reprinted from Journal of Mcithematlcs
and Physics,. May 1^43. 12 pages, xfith cover, 25 cents.

TIT21 . . Table of JIqCx)

Jx

) Jq( t )

t
dt aud related functions..,.

A. N. Lowan,'-!. Blanch
and i'-'I. Abro-movj'it z .

Table I: ^Jlrjx) to 10 decimal ~>laces and
F(x) = Jlo(x) +'!l!oge -px to 12 decimal places for
X = 0(.l)3 with even central differences of F(x).

Table II; JIqCx) to 10 decimal -^^laces, for x =
3(» 1)10(1) 22 v;ith even central differences up to x - 100.

Ta.ble III; "Reduced” derivatives of F(x) for
X - 10(1)21 and n - 0(1)13, 12 decimal pla.ces.

Heprintod from Journal of Mathematics and Physics,
June 1943, 7 pages, with cover, 25 cents.
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MT22 . Table of Coefficients in Numerico.l Integration Formulae . . .

A. N . Lovjo.n and Herbert Salzer.

The values of B^^\l)/nl. and Vn 1 ,^diere b|^^^ (l)

denotes the n^^ Bernoulli polynonio-l of the n"^^

, .

order for x x ^,and ^ denotes the Bernoulli .number

of the n"*"^ order, were computed for n = 1,2,... 20a The

p
- -qucantities Bp^^9(i)/ni o,re required in the Lo.place formula

' of Pumerico.l integro.tion employing forwo.rd differences,

(n

)

o-s well as in the G-regory formula. The quantities Bp^ /n

!

are used in the Lo-place formula employing baclcw.ard differ-

ences.

Reprinted from Journ.al of Mathematics and Physics,
June 1943 , 2 pages, with cover, _ (Out of print.)

MT 23 , Table of Fourier ' Coefficients . A, N. Lowan -and

J. La.de rman,

Whenever (x) is a Imown polynomia.l whose degree
does not exceed 10, the present table of the functions

S(h,n) -
I

x'"" sin n rp x dx and
'
^0 V

C(k,n) x-^cos n/(x dx
to 19D d'^ 10

,
1 n ^ 100 ), will

facilitaLte the evalua.tion of the first hundred Fourier
Coefficients

.

Reprinted from Journal of '':a.tho.m'''tics a.nd Physics,
, September 1943.-11 pages, with cover. (Out of print.)

MT24 . Coefficients f or Numerlca.l Diff erent lat io n irlth Centra.l
> Differences ”. Herbert E'. Ga.lzer.

Coefficients are given for derivatives cas far a.s the
52nd. For the first 39 derivatives, exa.ct va.lues are
given for coefficients of the first 30 differences, '^nd
a.lso exact values are given for some coefficients of
differences beyond the 30th.. For the other coefficients,
va.lues are given to 18 significa.nt figures.

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics and Physics,
September 1943- 21 pages, with cover, 25 cents.
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MT25. 3even Point Lac^ronf^lr-n Int op;rr.t Ion Formulo.s . . . .G-. Blanch
and I. Rhodes.

Formulas ( not'‘‘Tdquiring differonces) are given for
the integral f(x), when the latter has been rowroximated
by Dolynpmials of degree six, , thus affording greater

.

accurn.cy* than by Simpson’s rule; or for comparable o.ccuracy,
permitting the evaluation of integrand at fewer points in
the region. Certain remainder terms o.re also considered.

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics and Physics,
December 1943® 4 pages, with'Cover, '25 cents,

MT26 . A Short Table of the First Fiye Zeros of thd Tr'anscendentar'

Equation Jo(x)Yo(lwc) - Jo(1vx)Yo(x) = 0 .A. N. Lowan
' and A. Hillman.

The first five zeros of the above equation were com-
puted for h - 1 i/2, 2, 2 1/2, 3, 3 l/2, 4. Zeros are
given. in Table I. The products of these zeros by (h-l)
are .given in Table II,

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics and Physics,
December 1943.. 2 pages, with cover,. 25 cents.

MT27 » Table of Coefficients for Inverse Interpolation with
Central Diff ere.n ces.... , .Herbert E. Salzer

Cont-ains t.ablcs giving the five fourth order
coefficients for m - 0{ . 001 )l . OCO

;
to 10 decimals (good

to about - a unit in the l^'st decimal), and also the ten
sixth order coefficients for m - 0(.l)lJ0; exact values.
A condensed one-page table of fourth order coefficients
at intervals of 0,1 is also given for convenience' in cases
where a longer table is unnecessary.

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics and Physics,
December 1943. 15 pages, with cover, 25 cents,

MT28. Table of f^Cx) = J^(x).

(x/2)

Vo.lues are given for xAlO, and n-<20, in the
follov/ing ranges: fp and [0(.0l)l0; 9D]; fA end f^

.
ro( , 01 ) 6 . 50,6. 5( .1)10; 9D];’-f^'te fg; -[OC .01)1.50, ‘1,5

(:.1)10; 9D]; f^ to fpQ^ .[0( .l)l6; 9D].
Modified second ccntr.al differences- o.re l-abulated

alongside the entries.

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics; and Physics,
Februony 1944. l6 pages, xfith cover,' 25 cents.
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1 -1T 29 . Ta-blo of Coefficients for Inverse Interpolation with
Advancing' Differences ...Herbert E., Salzer.

This to,ble may be rego.rded o.s a companion tcable to
MT27, ^Table of Coefficients for Inverse Interpolation
with Central Differences,’’ It contains toioles giving
vo-lues to 10 decimal plo.ces for

4th o-nd 5th order terms for m = 0( . 001 )l . 000

;

6th., order terms for m = 0(, 01)1.00; o,nd

7th and 8th order terms for m r 0(*l)l.0.
A condensed one-p.age to.ble of coefficients of the fourth,
fifth and sixth order terms, a.t intervo.ls. of 0.1, is also
given for the sake of convenience.

Note; Coefficients of the second and third order
terms m(l - m) and m( 1 - m) ( m - 2

)

respectively, were
2 6

not to-bulated since they care both to.bulated at intervo,ls
of 0.0001 in "To-bles of Lo.gro.ngican Interpolation
Coefficients”, published by the Columbia University Press,
New York City, (see listing in i^art IV, this Letter Circular
'For m (there "p”) ranging from 0 to 1, m(l - m) is given

2
by -A_

3_
in the three-point table, ^-.nd a(l - m ) (

m

2)

is given by A_
2_

in the four-point to.ble.

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics and Physics,
May 1944. 28 pages, with cover, 25 cents.

MT 30 . A New Formula for Inverse Interpolation ...... .H . E, Salzer,

This paper is devoted to the derivo.tion of a formula
for inverse interpolcation in a ts.ble of oqucally spaced
arguments. The resulting formula is believed to bo more
concise and convenient than the e-arlier formulcas. It
involves neither differences nor polynomio.l coefficients
other tho-n sms.ll powers. In d. sense, it is the ans.logue
of the Lcagrangin.n formula for direct interpolation with-
out differences (that is, in terms of the tsfoular

.
entries

only) if the usual expression is reo.rranged in terms of
powers of the o,rgument p.

Reprinted from Bulletin of the American Mathema.tical
Society, August 1944, 4 pages, with cover, 25 cents.
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I 1T 3I. Coefficients for Interpolation "ithin a Square G-rid

in the Complex Plane h. IJ. LoT^an and H. E. Salzer.

The accomp' nying table gives the exact values
of the real and imaginp.ry parts of the 3-point and
4-point coefficients for both p and q re.nging from
0 to 1 at intervals of 0 . 1 .

The -u'^esent table is particularly useful when
interpolation is to be carried out either for an
isolated argument or for a large number of arguments
which are irregularly scattered. Thus for a 4-noint
interpolation for a single argument, the process of
interpolation* based on the,, present table requires a
tota-1 of 4 comnlex multiplications (equivalent of ’ I 6 '

ordinary mult ini icat ions ) and 2 addit ions ,whereo.s the
method of interpolcct ion in the real and imaginary Pcarts
each considered as a function of x and y, using real
4-Point Lag:rangian interpolation coefficients, requires
40 multiplications and 10 additions. The table is how-
ever not an efficient tool for carrying cut an ex-
tensive s-nd systematic process of subtabula.tion . For
such taslisthe .lo.tter method involving the use of real
interpolation coefficients is almost twice as-eff icient
from the standpoint of the total number of multinli-
f"' at ions and a,dditions, '

• -

'

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics and Physics,
august 1944 . 11 pages, prith cover., 25 cents,

11132 . Table of Coefficients for Differences in Terms of
the Derivatives Herbert E. Salzer.

"' The table lists the exact ve,lues of the coef-
ficients „ for m. = 1, 2, ... 20 and s = m, m + 1, ... 20,
for calculating the advancing difference by means
of Markoff's formula. It will be useful to anyone who
wishes to construct difference tcObles for functions
vdiose derivatives are b.ncwn.

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics and Physics,
•

,
November 1944, 4 pages, fath cover, 25 cents.

IiT33 • Table of Coefficients for Numerical Inte.arat ion "ithout
Differences . N. Lowan and H. E. Se.lzer.

'hen a function f(x) is hno'^m for n equally snaced
arguments at interval h, the value of the integral

^
.

,
bet^reen the limits Xq + rh and Xq + sh may be obtained

. (by the integration of the well-Imoarn Lagrangian Inter-
' polation formula) in the form
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i4T33 contd .

+ sh
r^o
‘xq + rh

f(x) dx/vh
[n/2]

r

1 = -[(n-l)/2]

f(xQ+ih)

where [x] denotes the largest integer in x and

s.re polynomials of the n"^^ degree. The accompanying

table gives the value of these polynomials b[^^(p) to
ten de-'ciraais^j for p ranging from -[(n-l)/2 ] to [n/2 ]

»

,;-Tor n = 3 ,
^nd 5 these polynomicals are tabulated

'[u. ' ci't_ intervals of 0.01; for n = 6 and 7 ,
they are tabulated

• ’at intervals of 0.1.

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics and Physics^
February 1945. 21 pages, with cover, 25 cents.

IIT34 .
‘ Inverse Interrolat ion for E ight -

,
.Nine -

,
Ten-

,
o.nd

Eleven-Point Direct Interpolation H. E. Salzcr,

Formulas are given for inverse interpolation for
functions that are tabul^^ted at a uniform interval h,

and which reOj_uire direct inter-^ol-^t ion polynomials
ranging from the seventh to the tenth degree. Here

.
fj_ denotes' f(xQ + ih) and the problem is to find p

a when we are given 1 (Xq + ph)

.

,
In a previous paper (see MT 30 ), the author obtained

all the terms involving the first six powers of (f - f^)

in 'the ex}oa.nsion for p in the terras of fp. and the tabu-
lar- values, corresponding to the cases '^.vhere three- to
seven-point direct interiDola.t ion was required. In the
pre*sent paper that sa.me formula for p is extended to
include all the terms involving the first ten poorer

s

of ,(fp f^) and, as before, quantities are defined in

terms of f and the tabular entries to provide for
inverse interpolation vrhen eight-,' nine-, ten-, or
eleven-point formulas a.re renuired for. direct interiso-
la.tion. Although the greater part of the expression
for p will ha.rdly ever be needed- in most ^^ractica.l
problems, due to the rai-^ldity of convergence and small-
ness of many of its terras, its full use can provide
unusus.l accuracy in solving equations (both real and
complex) up to the tenth degree ^^hen the values of the
poTynoraia.ls are tabulated near the root a.t equs.l intervs.ls.

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics s.nd Physics,
May 1945 . 4 pages, with cover, 25 cents.
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' IT 35 Table of Coefficients for Double QucCdrature " 'ithout
Differences . for Intep-rating Second Order Different ial
Equect ions E,- E. Salzer.

On the basis of a double quadrature of the Lagrange
interpolation forrauls-, a table of coefficients has been
comou|;ed to determine a function r.t equally spaced points
(to within an arbitrary Ax + B)

,
when its second deriva-

tive is knotrn s-t those points. The coefficients cover
’the.icases where the second derivative may be approximated
'by a -polynomial ranging from the second to tenth- degrees
(i.e., from three-point through eleven-point formulas),
and .''are given exa-ctly. Their chief value will occur in
the . numerical solution of ordinary linear differential
equations of the second order, which can always -be re-

,

duced to the form y" + g(x) y = h(x). They can also
be employed to integrate the more general equation
y" + 0 (x,y) =0, In every case it- is necessary to be-
gin P'ith a few values of y" which can always bo found
by the usual methods. There are indic'^.t ions that those
coefficients can bo used to extend the solution of a
second order partial differential equation of the form
Uxx ~ + i^(b,x,t), provided that it is Imo^rn at a

rocto-ngular carray of points in the x-t plane and at
two other points in the next- row of values of t.

Reprinted from Journal of Mathemsdics and Physics,
November 1945. 6 pages, with cover, 25 cents

i

MT36 . Formulas for Direct and Inverse Interpolat ion of, a Com-
plex Function Tabulated Along Equidistanir~cTrcular Arcs

hi E . Salzer,

Fhen can analytic function f(z) may be approximeated
by ca complex polynomis-l of degree n-1 passing through
the values of the function at n points, according to
the Lagrange-Hcrmite interpolcation formula, it often
hs.-'pens that those n points are situated along the arc
of a circle (equally spaced) and it is required to ob-
tain f(z) for z off the circle but near the arguments.
An important case is when, f(z) is tabulated in -pola,r

form (including tcabulation along the vertices of any
regular polygon). The formulas that were obtained will
fcacilitcate direct interpolation when f(z) is known at

three, four, or five po'ints. They furnish the rccal and
imeaginany pa.rts of '

^k^^
(p) whore f (

x
^ (p)f(z^^) as functions of
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MT36 contd.

== + iq.^ a-nd 0. Here P = (z - Zq)/]!, h being

the distance bet^'^een points and 0 denotes the angle

bet^Jeen successive chords joining the joints z^. For

extensive use for e. fixed 0
,
one c?,n readilj^ obtain

j^^^(n)(p_) form

(n + iq ) .'-'1^ ' j. rn ^TTi / *m

H method for inverse interpolation is given, employing

the coefficients of the polynomials in an ex-

pansion derived in the author's "'A Ne’fJ Formula for In-
verse Int ernolat ion " ,

Bulletin Amer. Math. Soc.,
Aug. 1944

, pp. 513-516 (see MT 30 ).

Reprinted from Journrl of Mathematics and Physics,
November 1945. 3 psi-ges, Pith cover, 25 cents.

MT37 « On the Computation of Mathieu Funct ions . . , .C-. Blanch.

This paper gives a method of correcting the
characteristic values of Mathieu' s differential equation
and the Fourier coefficients determining the solution,
in ’the process of generating the latter. If the
charact eristic . value is in error by g, the corrected
characteristic value and^Fourier coefficients have
errors proportional to g*^

. , The method is applicable
to other tyres of equations, when the coefficients of
the poper series solution or of the Fourier series are
determined by a three-term recursion formula.

Reprinted from Journal of Mathematics and Physics,
February 1946.' 20 pages, Trith cover, 25 cents.
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III. '"far Department Ta.bles-

These volumes are obtainable from the Superintendent of
Documents; vsee nart II of this Let^'er Circular for the terms
of sale

Coordinate Conversion T^ibles

Table I

'Published as' Technical Jlanual
TM 4-238 of the Department.

A sin X o.nd A, cos x uhere x is in mils^

A- [0(1)100;. 4D]; x- [0(1)800 ].

The mil is I/16 OO of a right angle. The unit in
T-rhich is expressed ffin determine the unit of the entry

—

- if A is in yards^ the entries in this tsCole are to be taken
ae yards . .

Since these values represent products of sin x and
cos x by A, values of the functions for any value of A
correct to 5 and sometimes 6 significa.nt figures may be ob-
te.ined from the table by simple addition. *

Table II:

.

• • ‘ Sin X and cos x, [0(1)800; 8D],

This tafole. may be used whenever higher accuracy than
'

' tha.t afforded by the Table I is. desired.

• March 25, 1943. 338 pag'es^ 54 4y 8 t in. 40 cents.

Hydraulic Table

s

( 2d ed . ) Published by the Corns of Engineers^
"’’ar Deps.rtment .

,

These ta.bles were nre'^ared and published primarily for the
use of the Vccrious offices of the Corns of Engineers, U. S. Army,
in connection with the design .of flood protect ion porlcs . The
range of many ex-isting tables had been found inadequate for the
large rivers, great depths, and steep slO''>es encountered in flood
control p^'orh. It was also found desirable to compute several new
•tables. The neu tsfoles will be especially useful in solving the
Manning formula, in its various forms.

This handbook: conta.ins 46 hydraulic tables especially ap-
licable to the solutions of problems of omen channel flox-r. It is
divided into three sections; Section 1 consists of an extension
of Tables 106

,
121, and 133 in '’Handbook: of Hydraulics" (1939) by

Horace , King; Section 11 is an extension of Tables 14-18 and 47
in "Hydraulic and Excavation Ts.bles", 8th edition, 1940, by the
Bureau of Reclamation; Section III, Miscellaneous New Tables,
i.e., (a) fractional icowers of numbers, (b) normal depth in chan-
nels of infinite width, and (c) Manning formula tables giving the
velocity of ‘^'rater for various coef f icient-s of roughness,

( 1944 ) viii -4- 565 pages. Blue iraita.tion leather
flexible cover, 4 g by 6 3/h in, ^1»50.
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IV. The Columbia University Press Series

These tables can be obts-ined from the Columbia University ’

Press, Ilorningside Heights, Neu Yorka?
,
Neu York, Further de-

scription of the tables is to be found in a namphlet i^ublished
by the Columbia University Press.

Table of Reciprocals of the Integers from 100 , OOP through 200 , 009 .

Tabular- entries given to 7S, with differences and nrocortion-
al parts.

’

*

(19‘^3) viii + 204 pp., bound in buckram. Price $4.00

Table of the Bessel Functions 1^(2.) -and for- Comnlex '
' g

Arguments ,,

The real and imaginary pa.rts of Jq(z) and J
2
^(z) are tabu-

lated to lOD for argument z == p
exp ii^

,
where

p
= 0(o0l)l0,*

p = 0®(5°)90°. The volume includes a.n extensive bibliography,
contour lines and an auxiliary ta.ble of five-noint Lagrangian . „

interpolation coefficients,-' [0(-.00l)l; lOD].

( 1943 ) xliv + 406 p;o
. ,

bound in buckram. Price

Table of Circular and Hynerbolic Ta-ngent s asnd Cotangents f or
Radian Argument s .

'

.

‘ '

r0(. 0001)2; 8D or 8UJ; [0(.1)10; lOP]. Volume includes
conversion ta.ble for degrees, -minutes, seconds ^ hadians, ^

auxiliary tables of
^ pd-^p) and p(l-p^)/6, .multiples of tT/-

and an extensive bib.^ - jgraphy

.

( 1943 ) xxxviii 4- 4l2 lop., bound in buckram. Price $5* 00*

T ables of Lagrangian Int ernolat ion Coefficients .

For 3^ »•., 11-point coefficients; exact values or lOD
are given. Interval ranges from .0001 for the lovrer point coef-’
ficients,' (for most coefficients- it is .001) to .1 for the higher
point coefficients.

, These coefficients provide'for int er-i-'^olat ion
also near the beginning and ‘end of a. table. ’ Ghort tables of
Lagra.n ;ia.n inte'gration coefficients -to lOP and a bibliography
are also provided, * ... -

,

( 1944 ) xxxvi + 39^ pp., bound in buckram. Price
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Table of Arc sin x*

[0( . 0001 ). 989 (. 00001 ) 1 ;
12D], iTith second central differences.

Auxiliary table of f(’'0 =£l/2'fr- Arc sin(l-vyf, /\f2v~ [ 0 ( . 00001 )^0005j
130 ], with differences. Volume includes; values of tp(l-p);
coefficients in Everett's interpolation formula; conversion tables,
radians ^ degrees

,
minutes, seconds; multiples of lY/2] and a

bibliography.

. (1V45) xix + 124 on., bound in buchram. Price [{53 . 50 .

Table of Associated Legendre Functions .

:>g(oos e),|_ P„"'{C 03 e); e= roO(lO)coO; 63], Pg(z), %“(z),

d
dx

Q,^^(z); [z = X = l(.l)l0 and z = ix, x = 0(.l)l0; 6S].

In all the above tables, n = 0 or l(l)l0; ra = 0(1)4 but:S_n.

p 7 )

m
n+

or 6 S]; n = -l(l)4; m = 0(l)4. Various auxiliary tables and an

extensive bibl-iogra]ohy are also provided.

( 1945 ) xlvi + 306 op., bound in buc5':ra.ra. Price $5 •00*

Tables , of Fract ional Powers .

5’art r. ^'"alues of A^

= 2(1)9, x= [.ooi( .001) .oi( .oi)„99; 150]-
A = 10, X = [ .001 ( .001)1;- 15D1 .

^

=r x= [ .C01( .001)1; 15D, I58l,and + x= 1/4, 1/3, 1/2,
2/3, 3/4, 1(1)12.

A= [ .oi( .01) .99], x= [.ooi( .001) .oi( , 01 ) .99; 15DI, .

,

zi = 10“8 p g_ prime, between 100 and- 1000
,

and'

x= [ .00i(

.

001 ) .oi(

.

01 ) .99; 15d].

^art II, Values of x^

a = ± 1/2, ± 1/3, ± 2/3,+ 1/4, +3/4; x [0(. 01)9. 99 or 10;15D].
a = .01(.0l).99, h = [O(.OOl) various; 0(.0l).99; 7D].

This table is nrovided with an extensive bibliogra-ohy

.

(1946) XXX + 490 ''p
. ,

bound in bucl'ram. Price $7 •50*
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IV. The Columbia University Press Series

These tables can be obtained from the Columbia University
Press, homings ide -Heights

,
Neu YorkJL?

,
New Yorli. Further de-

scription of the tables is to be found in a oamphlet ipublished
by the Columbia-, Univer sit 3

^ Press, ... ,

Table of Reciprocals of - t;he Integers from 100 , 000 through 200 , 009 »

Tabular entries given to 7G, with differences and rrorortion-
al parts .

'

( 19 ^3 ) viii + 20I pp., bound in buchram . Price [|54.00

Table of the Bessel Functions and J^(z) for Complex '
'

Arguments g

The real and imaginary parts of Jq(z) and J^(s) are tabu-

lated to lOD for -argument z = p exp i^^?
,

v/here = 0(„0l)l0;

p = 0^(5°) 90°. The volume .includes an extensive bibliography,
contour lines and an a.uxiliary table of five-point Ls-gra.ngian
interpolation coefficients,. [0(.00l)l; lOD],

(19'^3) xliv + 406
. pp

. ,
bound in buchram. Price $5 •00*

Table of- Circula.r an.d Bproepbolic Tangents and Cotangent s for
Radian Arguments ..

[0(. 0-001)2; 8D or 83]; ‘[OC.l)!!; lOD] . Volume includes
conversion table' for degrees, minutes, seconds ^ badians,
auxiliary tables of 5

.- J p( 1-p
)

' and p( l-p^)/6
,
multiples of tT/^

and an extensive bib-.-- jgraphy .

( 19'^!^3,')
' xxxviii. -f 4l2 pp . ,

bound in buchram. Price $5*00.

T ables of Lagrangian Interpolation Coefficients .

For 3, • j
ll-pcint coefficients; exact values or lOD

are given. Interval ranges from .0001 for the lower point coef-
ficients, (for most coefficients it is .001) to .1 for the higher
point coefficients. These coefficients provide for inter-'-ola-t ion
also near the beginning a-.nd end of a. table. Short ta-bles of
La.gra-ngla.n integration coefficients to lOP and a bibliogrs.phy
are also provided.

( 19 ^^) xxxvi + 39'4' pp . ,
bound in buchram. Price $5*00.
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Table of Arc sin x.

[0( . 0001 )* 989 (• 00001 ) 1 ;
12D], '.rith second central differences.

Auxiliary table of f(''0 =£l/2<r“ Arc sin(l-v)f [ 0( . 00001

)

..0005;

13 D], with differences. Volume includes; values of ip(l-p);
coefficients in Everett's interpolation formula; conversion tables,
radians ^ degrees

,
minutes, seconds; multiples of lY/Z] and a

bibliopraohy

,

(19'^5) xix + 124 pp., bound in buc]:ram. Price $3*50.

Table of Associated Legendre Functions.

P^^(cos.e),^ P^^(cos e); 0= roO(iO)coO; 63].
dO

z
) , ^ Q ™( z ) ;

[z = X = 1( . 1)10 and z = ix, x = 0( .1)10; 6 S] .

In all the above tables, n = 0 or l(l)l0; ra = 0(1)4 but

?n+ i(x), Qn+ i(x), ^ 0 x = [K.DlO; 43, “JS,

or 6 S]; n = -l(l)4; m = 0{l)4. Various auxiliary to.bles and an

extensive bibliography are also provided.

( 1945 ) xlvi + 306 Pp
. ,

bound in bucriram. Price $5»'00.

Ta.bles of Fract ional Powers .

:’art r. '''alues of.A^

= 2(1)9, K= r.ooK , 001 ) .oi( . 01 ) o99; i5d]-
A = 10, X = [ .001( .00l')l; 15D1.
.. = nr, X = [ .001( ,001)1; 15D, 153], and + x = 1/4, l/3

, 1/2,
2/3, 3/4, 1(1)12.

A= [ .01( .01) ,99] ,
x= L .001( .001) .01( .01) .99; 1507,

/I = 10“^ p. Pa prime betv^een 100 and 1000, and
x= [ .ooi( .001) .oi( .01) .99; 150].

^art II. Values of x^

a = + i/2, + 1/3 > 1 4/3,+- 0/^^it3/^; ^ “ E0( .0l)9»99 or 10;15D]»
a= .01(.0l).99, x= [O(.OOl) various; 0(.01).99; 70].

This table is provided 'frith ‘an extensive bibliography. ,

(1946) xxx -f- 400 'vp
. ,

bound in buc}:r8.ra. Price $7 •50"
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T-ables of Spherical Bessel Functions
,
"^olume I»

yir/2x J^(x), +y = i(l)|i;; x= 0( .01)in{ .1)25

= 2|. X = 0( .01)10( .05)1 '.5( .1)25

to 8S-10S for x:^10, mostly to 7S for x/10

^-9 + 1/2^'^^2x J,^(x), [x ='
0( .01)x^; 8S-10S], .5<x^<2.5.

With p.o:cond and fourth central differences, and
auxiliary tables of Interpol'^t Ion coefficients.

(19^7) xxvlll + 375 bound In buchram. Price $7 •50*

Tables of Spherical Bessel Functions
,
Volume II .

^/2x ±t'' = ^ = 0( .01)10( . 1)25

.
-l^ = M(l)ii: X = 1C( .1)25

.i. /

to 8S-10S for x:£l0, mostly to 7S for xylO

Ayx) = o
u p ,

X

Jp (x), l) = il'illi: [x = 0(.1)10; ^D]

O' = i(l)

o { o / o
\ ^

1m-\61 [X = 10( .1)25;
mostly 73]

_t) =f(i)22.. ,
_

X = 0( .1)9.5(..05)10( .1)25
mostly 7S]

pU = 21(1)^: [x=0(.l)05;
^ mostly 7S].

'Tlth second e.nd fourth central differences, and
auxiliary tables of Interpolation coefficients.

Zeros of (x) and
I , , .

•

corres;'‘'ondln,^ valuea of (x) at the zeros of
(x) and the maxima and minima of Jp (x),

(1947) XX + 388. pp . ,
bound In buc/'.ram., Price $7 . 50 .
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Tables Available on Punched Cards

These tables, are on file at the Oomrutation LsTooratory,
150 Nassau Street

,
Meu Yorli, Ne''-r York. N’ithin the limits of the

program of the Computation Laboratory, they uill be duplicated
u'oon request, provided the requestor furnishes the blank cards.
Correspondence should be sent directly to the Comuutation Labora-
tory. . ..

•

1. n/n, \iiON, ^N; to 7D uith first differences l/N : to 7S with
first differences; [1,000(1)2,000(2)4,000(5)10,000]

2. l/Jl-x^_, x/\jl-x^ X from 0 to 1 at varying intervals; first
differences.

3 .

4 .

5 -

6

.

7 .

8,

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

Log^QN; [ 0 ( 1 ) 23
,
000

; 5 L]

10^
; [0(.0000l)l; lOD] trith first differences

Sec 6, CSC 0-;

Sin 6
,
tan 6

;

Cos 0 ;

[0^(l^)90O; lOD]

[ 0°( 0°. 01 ) 89 °.^ 9 ;
7D] with first differences

[j°(lO90°; 8D] with ^/60

Sin 6
,

cos.. 0, where © = — tan(j); [({) = o”(l^) 9 Q*^; ?D]
a

vith /60

Sin 0, cos 0; [0°( 0°
. 01 )90°

;
15D] with ^ ^

Areas and Circumferences of Circles
Diameter = [0(.000l)l0; 7D]

Pieal and imaginary warts of Y^( e
) ,

Y
2
_(ye ),

i.y = 0(. 01)10, 0= 0°(5°)90°;, lOD]

H(x) =(l/2TO e dcx^

q(z)

H (x); [0(

.

001 ) 7 . 8
; 15

du •

'OO
e

u

D]

A. E^(z) + logz; [x = 0(.0l)l, y = 0(.02)l; 6D]

B. E^(z); [x = 0(.02)4, y= 0( . 02

)

3 ( . 05 )10 ;
6D]

C. e^E^(z); [x - 3 ( .l)l 0
, y = 0 (

.

05 ) 10 ; 6l]
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l4. Solutions of Ilathieu's Eauation.
3e^(s, Cos 0), 3o^(s, Cos 0);

s = 0 to 100 at varying intervals.

e = 0°(1°)90^

r = 7(1)15
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